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Dear editor,
Recently, facial expression recognition (FER) has
drawn increasing attention owing to its widespread
application in many fields such as human-machine
interaction, assistive healthcare, psychology, and
online education. Although intensive research and
significant progress have been made over the past
two decades, FER remains a challenging task owing to the substantial variations caused by illumination, pose, occlusion, as well as an individual’s age, gender, race, and other factors. There
have been several methods to solve the FER problem [1]. Previous methods mainly represent facial
changes using hand-crafted features [2]. However,
hand-crafted features cannot effectively capture
the large variability in morphological factors and
facial movements. Therefore, they achieve limited
performance in expression detection. Recently,
convolutional neural networks (CNN)-based approaches [3–6] have been proposed. The CNNbased FER methods have a strong capacity for
feature learning and representation, and it can
overcome the weakness of the hand-crafted features, thus making it achieve state-of-the-art performance.
We propose a CNN-based FER method that
leverages 3D blendshape (Figure 1). Originally,
blendshape is a computer animation technique
based on blending the neutral face and differ-

ent expressions that support effective facial action representation. Therefore, we use the blendshape coefficients to enhance the performance of
FER. BlendshapeFERNet, a two-stream network,
is proposed to analyze both image expression information and 3D facial muscle actions. The first
stream extracts expression-aware features from
images (image-based FER network) and the second stream extracts features aware of facial muscle movements (blendshape regression network).
Our method can exploit both the image information and the dynamic information implied in the
blendshape. To get the blendshape coefficients, we
construct a blendshape dataset (BlendshapeExp)
that includes 49 subjects and about 100 sequences
using the Faceshift Studio software. The details
of BlendshapeExp can be found in Appendix A.
Based on this database, we train the blendshape
network to regress blendshape coefficients on input
images. Experiments show that our method can
consistently achieve state-of-the-art performance
on three typical datasets CK+, Oulu-CASIA, and
MMI. Moreover, it also has evident generalization
ability on some in-the-wild datasets like RAF-DB.
Face blendshape representation. Face blendshapes are a set of 3D-models of a face where each
model has a particular expression. The blendshapes only change the vertex positions because
the topologies of all face models are identical. Any
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(Color online) Overview of our two-stream FER network, BlendshapeFERNet.

complex expression can be synthesized by blending
the neutral face and particular expressions. Each
expression T can be generated as
T = be0 +

l
X
i=1

δi (bei − be0 ) = be0 +

l
X

δi dei ,

(1)

i=1

where be0 is the neutral face, bei is the i-th blendshape, δi = δ1 , . . . , δl is the blending weight of expression T , the range of each blendshape weight
is [0, 1], and dei is the per-vertex 3D displacement
with respect to the neutral face be0 . Face blendshape representation provides a compact representation of the facial expression space.
Image-based FER network. The image-based
FER network analyzes expression from a single image. For the image FER network, we use seven
convolution layers and two fully-connected layers
followed by a softmax layer as a loss layer for classification as shown in Figure 1. The network is
pre-trained using a large face recognition dataset
(Webface) and is further fine-tuned on benchmark
FER databases. The image FER network can be
formulated as follows:
Oimg = himg2 (himg1 (cimg (I))),

(2)

where I represents the input image, himg1
and himg2 represent the first and second fullyconnected layers of our FER network, respectively,
and cimg corresponds to the convolution layers.
Oimg is the predicted facial expression label of
the input face image. We use a simple crossentropy loss for the FER network and denote the
groundtruth expression labels as D∗ . The labels
of the training sample are represented as a sevendimensional vector denoting the target seven facial
expression categories. Herein, only the component

corresponding to the sample class has a value of 1,
and all other components in the vector are 0. The
loss function is as follows:
1 XX ∗
Limage (D, D ∗ ) = −
Dij log(Dij ), (3)
n i j
i Pl
i
where Dij = ezj / j=0 ezj is the probability prediction that the training sample i belongs to class
j, which is computed by the output z of the final fully-connected layer in the image-based FER
network. zji denotes the j-th component of the
∗
output for the training sample i, and Dij
is the
groundtruth label of the training sample i. n is
the number of training examples in a batch.
Blendshape regression network. The blendshape
network estimates the blendshape coefficients αi
in (1) using a face image as input. As shown in
Figure 1, our blendshape net also contains seven
convolutional layers and two fully-connected layers. Our blendshape network can be formulated
as follows:

Obs = hbs2 (hbs1 (cbs (I))),

(4)

where hbs1 and hbs2 represent the first and second
fully-connected layers of our blendshape network,
respectively, and cbs corresponds to the convolutional layers. ‘bs’ denotes blendshape, I is the
input face image, and Obs is the input of the loss
function. oi denotes the predicted coefficients for
the i-th image in a batch. The loss function is
evaluated as follows:
1 X
2
koi − gi k2 ,
2n i=1
n

Lbs =

(5)

where gi represents the groundtruth blendshape
labels for the i-th image in a batch.
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Two-stream FER network. We concatenate the
features of the blendshape network and FER network before the last fully-connected layer and
then feed the resulting tensor into a sub-network
comprising a fully-connected layer and softmax
layer for expression classification. By definition,
the implemented channel concatenation is Fcon =
{Fimg , Fbs }. Herein, Fimg and Fbs are the outputs of the first fully-connected layer of the FER
network and the blendshape network, respectively.
The feature maps Fimg and Fbs can be formulated
as follows:
Fimg = himg1 (cimg (I)),
Fbs = hbs (cbs (I)).

(6)

Finally, our two-stream FER network can be formulated as follows:
Ocon = hcon (Fcon ),

(7)
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image-based FER network by about 0.5%. The
experimental details can be found in Appendix C.
Conclusion. We proposed the use of a 3D blendshape to enhance the performance of FER. Experiments using three publicly available datasets,
CK+, Oulu-CASIA, and MMI, validate that leveraging blendshape enhances the performance of
the image-based FER method, and our twostream BlendshapeFERNet method outperforms
the state-of-the-art methods. Although a significant performance boost was achieved, several issues remain open to be addressed: the recognition of facial expressions of low-intensity, exploiting blendshape to further improve the performance
of real-world or video-based FER, and multi-task
learning for FER and blendshape regression. In
the future, we will expand our dataset and extend
our framework for such application scenarios.
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Ltwostream (D̂, D ∗ ) = −

where D̂ij is the probability prediction that the
training sample i belongs to class j which is computed by the output ẑ of the final fully-connected
∗
layer in the two-stream FER network. Dij
∈
{0.0, 1.0} is the groundtruth probability that the
training sample i belongs to class j and n is the
training sample number in a batch. The implementation details can be found in Appendix B.
Experiments. For the three datasets CK+,
Oulu-CASIA, and MMI, we use the standard tenfold cross-validation for evaluation in all the experiments. For the RAF-DB dataset, we evaluate
the performance of the method only on the holdout test set. Our BlendshapeFERNet method obtains the best accuracy on all three datasets and
exceeds the previous best result of DeRL [4] on
Oulu-CASIA by 0.18%. Moreover, our method exceeds state-of-the-art methods FN2EN [3] on CK+
and the MSCNN [5] on MMI by 0.7% and 2.2%, respectively. Experiments also show that leveraging
the 3D blendshape can indeed boost the baseline
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